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PREFACE 

This report is the first one of two reports devoted to the model- 

ing of a decision process in real -time reservoir control under conditions 

of uncertainty. The investigation reported in this volume concerns the 

development of a preferential control criterion. This preference 

criterion is then used in a stochastic control model which is the subject 

of Report 31, "Preferential Reservoir Control Under Uncertainty." Both 

reports originate from the doctoral dissertation completed by the 

author in March 1978 and accepted by the Faculty of the Department of 

Hydrology and Water Resources. 

This work was supported in part by funds provided by (1) the 

National Science Foundation, Grant GF 38183, "Decision Making Under 

Uncertainties in Water Resources Systems," (2) Office of Water Research 

and Technology, U.S. Department of the Interior, Project No. B- 043 -ARIZ, 

"Practical Use of Decision Theory to Assess Uncertainties About Actions 

Affecting the Environment," and (3) Office of Hydrology, National 

Weather Service, NOAA, U.S. Department of Commerce, Contract No. 6- 35229, 

"Evaluation of Flood Forecasting -- Response Systems." 

This report series constitutes an effort to communicate to 

practitioners and researchers the complete research results, including 

computer programs and more detailed theoretical developments, that 

cannot be reproduced in professional journals. These reports are not 

intended to serve as a substitute for the review and referee process 

exerted by the scientific and professional community in their journals. 
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ABSTRACT 

From the standpoint of real -time reservoir operation, the 

multipurpose control problem may be reduced to a dual purpose problem 

of (1) flood control under uncertain inflow and (2) conservation control 

(water supply, power generation, low flow augmentation, recreation, etc.) 

after the flood has receded. 

A preference criterion for real -time flood control under the 

conditions of uncertainty is developed in accordance with three 

postulates: (1) The input to the control process is a probabilistic 

forecast of the inflow hydrograph, (2) The control decisions are based 

upon the decision maker's value judgments concerning preferences over 

operating attributes, trade -offs between reservóir purposes, and attitude 

toward risk. (3) The conservation control is imbedded into the flood 

control through the attribute space of the preference criterion allow- 

ing thus for explicit consideration of the trade -offs between reservoir 

purposes. 

The preference criterion is developed within the framework 

of utility theory. The value judgments of the decision maker are 

quantified in terms of a two -attribute disutility function. It is 

argued that minimization of expected disutility is a plausible and well 

motivated criterion for multipurpose real -time reservoir control under 

uncertainty. A suitable disutility model is developed. The case of a 

group decision maker is analyzed in depth. Common group utility models 

based on aggregation of individual utility functions and interpersonal 
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utility comparisons are critically reviewed. An alternative approach 

based on direct group value judgments is suggested, and a general group 

utility model for decision -making in engineering systems is developed. 

The disutility assessment procedures are analysed, and response 

biases that may be introduced into the decision maker's preference 

structure by the use of an inappropriate assessment scheme are identified. 

Some principles and novel techniques for assessing disutility functions 

are advocated; they are motivated by results of psychological research 

in human decision behavior, and are further supported by experimental 

evidence. Results of assessment of the reservoir control disutility 

function for several single and group decision makers are presented. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Objectives of the Study 

From the standpoint of real -time operation of a reservoir, the 

multipurpose control problem may be reduced to a dual purpose problem 

of (1) Flood. Control (FCO) under uncertain inflow and (2) Conservation 

Control (CCO) after the flood has receded (purposes of water supply, 

power generation, low flow augmentation, recreation, etc.). 

The first objective of this investigation is to develop a 

preference criterion for real -time flood control under the conditions 

of uncertainty. Three postulates form a foundation for this development: 

1. The input to the control process is a probabilistic forecast 

of the inflow hydrograph for a finite time period. 

2. The control decisions are based upon the decision maker's 

value judgments concerning preferences over operating attributes, 

trade -offs between the purpose of FCO and the purposes of CCO, and 

attitude toward risk. 

3. The CCO is imbedded into FCO through the attribute space of 

the preference criterion; this allows for explicit consideration of the 

trade -offs between reservoir purposes. 

The second research objective is to formulate a practically 

workable methodology for assessing a multiattribute utility function of 

a group decision maker in an engineering system. This formulation is 

based upon two principles: 

1 
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1. The utility function must reflect the actual decision 

behavior of the group decision maker. 

2. Assessment of the utility function must be achievable within 

the structure of the real decision process to which the group decision 

maker is accustomed. 

The formulated group utility model is next applied to the reservoir control 

problem, and a preference criterion of a group decision maker is obtained. 

The preference criterion for real -time flood control is developed 

within the framework of multiattribute utility theory (Keeney and Raiffa, 

1976). Toward this aim, the decision problem in reservoir control under 

the conditions of uncertainty is analyzed. It is shown that this decision 

problem may be modeled naturally as a game against nature, and, therefore, 

that a very realistic framework for assessing the decision maker's 

disutility function can be obtained. The decision maker makes the release 

decisions based upon his subjective value judgments. His decision 

behavior is described by a two -attribute disutility function. It is 

argued that minimization of expected disutility is a plausible and well 

motivated criterion for multipurpose real -time reservoir control under 

uncertainty. 

The most important hydrological significance of the preference 

criterion is that it enables the optimization of the trade -offs between 

the purpose of FCO and the purposes of CCO to be performed in real -time 

and in the manner that accounts for uncertainties associated with the 

future inflows. Consequently, the traditional concept of a fixed flood 

storage space is abandoned. Instead, flood storage space is treated as 
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an implicit function of the reservoir outflow whose optimal magnitude 

at any instant of time is determined through minimization of the expected 

disutility under the current forecast distribution of the inflow process. 

The superiority of the proposed concept over the traditional one is 

apparent, for it enhances the efficiency of utilization of the reservoir. 

A suitable stochastic control model which selects the optimal control 

strategy on the basis of the preference criterion is presented elsewhere 

(Krzysztofowicz, 1978). 

1.2. Motivation for the Study 

The analysis focuses on a single, multipurpose reservoir. A 

Bayesian viewpoint is assumed. Accordingly, there exist three factors 

which are essential to the modeling of the reservoir control process. 

These are: 

(1) Uncertainties associated with the future inflows, 

(2) Trade -offs between reservoir purposes, and 

(3) Subjective valuational inputs from the decision maker. 

A brief analysis of each of these factors follows. 

Uncertainties: The key to the efficient real -time reservoir 

control is forecasting of the reservoir inflow (Nelson and Rockwood, 

1971; Jamieson and Wilkinson, 1972). However, an enormous uncertainty 

may be associated with categorical forecasts of floods, particularly 

rainfloods (Krzysztofowicz et al., 1978). In general, the longer the 

lead time of the forecast, the more uncertain is the forecast value. 

On the other hand, the streamflow forecast has an informational worth 

to the reservoir controller only if it is given sufficiently in advance. 
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In practice, a sequential forecasting is exercised whereby the current 

forecast is followed by another one which, because issued later, has 

shorter lead time but less uncertainty. To the extent allowed by a 

theoretical limit of streamflow predictability (Lorenz, 1973), an 

optimal use of the streamflow forecasts can be achieved only if the 

associated uncertainties are quantified in terms of probability dis- 

tributions and accounted for in the decision analysis (Russell, 1974). 

Hence, in this study, the reservoir flood control is viewed as a 

decision process under uncertainty. 

Trade -offs: The purpose of Flood Control (FCO) usually conflicts 

with Conservation Control (CCO) purposes such as water supply, hydro- 

electric power generation, low flow augmentation, recreation, etc. 

Resolution of this conflict requires trade -off judgments. Traditionally, 

this trade -off is determined at the stage of design through allocation of 

the flood control space; the basis for this allocation is the historical 

annual pattern of the flood potential for the area and the desired 

degree of protection or other economic criterion (Duren and Beard, 1972; 

Windsor, 1975). The deficiency of relying the real -time control of a 

multipurpose reservoir on the fixed flood space reservation had been 

recognized by practitioners long time ago (Beard, 1963; Windsor, 1973). 

Nelson and Rockwood (1972, p. 951) assert: ". . . the rigid application 

of operating rules derived from the study of historical floods ignores 

our capability in day -to -day streamflow forecasting." Practical methods 

of adjusting flood space operationally have been developed (Beard, 1963; 

Nelson and Rockwood, 1971), but decision analyses have seldom been 

performed (Russell, 1974). 
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A rigid reservation of the flood control space neglects the fact 

that in any year the flood potential may have a unique realization, 

substantially different from the historical mean. Consequently, on 

certain occasions, reserved storage space will not suffice to control 

very large floods, and on other occasions it will not be employed at 

all whereas it could be used for conservation purposes. From the decision 

theory viewpoint, it means that the actual trade -off between the purpose 

of FCO and the purposes of CCO is not optimal. Specifically, if the 

current hydrometeorological conditions are considered and the uncertainty 

of the current streamflow forecast is accounted for, then the expected 

value of loss (or disutility) is not necessarily-minimized at all times. 

On the contrary, suppose that at any instant of time the decision 

maker is provided with a forecast specifying the current probability 

distribution over possible flood events for a finite time horizon 

(determined by a theoretical limit of streamflow predictability). Now, 

with an aid of the historical prior, a complete decision analysis can 

be performed and the'eurrently optimal flood control space, minimizing 

the current expected disutility, can be determined. In the extreme 

cases, the whole reservoir can be emptied in preparation for a large 

flood or it can be refilled to the dam crest in the face of a severe 

drought. Moreover, through an appropriate choice of the criterion 

function, the decision analysis can account not only for the needs of 

the flood control alone but also for the trade -offs between flood control 

and conservation purposes and for the risk preference of the decision 

maker. One such criterion is proposed in this study. 



Subjective Valuational Inputs: Subjective value judgments are 

paramount to every decision- making (Ferrell, 1972). In particular, the 

choice of the decision criterion is necessarily one of subjective 

acceptability. Any decision is always optimal, or at least satisfactory, 

for somebody from some viewpoint. The role of subjective inputs in water 

resource systems, however, is rarely adequately recognized, and attention 

is seldom paid to their proper elicitation. Intensive use of mathematical 

models helps to maintain an illusion of obsolute optimality and objec- 

tivity of the "elaborated set of rules," especially if they are pre- 

scribed by an authority. 

In actuality, practitioners openly admit interference of human 

factors with operational decision - making (Fults and Hancock, 1974; 

Abraham, 1975), and every mathematical model for reservoir control 

relies, in fact, on experience of the analyst and /or the decision maker. 

For instance, in a model of the Trent basin (Sigvaldason, 1976), the 

operator's value judgment is encoded in terms of weighting (penalty) 

coefficients in the objective function. In operation of the Columbia 

River System (Nelson and Rockwood, 1971; Abraham, 1975), the operator 

specifies a priori target levels for each reservoir. Further adjustments 

are made in an interactive mode during the simulation process which 

proceeds until a satisfactory operating plan is found. Optimization 

models for monthly, daily, and hourly operation of the Central Valley 

Project have been developed by Becker and Yeh (1974) and Becker et al. 

(1976). The judgmental input required from the operator concerns the 

ending storage vector and weights in the objective function to reflect 
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critical storage states. Croley and Raja Rao (1977) present a model in 

which a trade -off function between two objectives (flood loss and number 

of recreation user -days) is obtained, and the decision maker chooses the 

most preferred point on the trade -off function. A pioneer, and so far 

the only, application of Bayesian Decision Theory to reservoir control 

has been made by Russell (1974). The decision maker's preferences over 

reservoir levels were elicited in the form of a utility function. 

Suggestions for extending Russell's work were made in the discussion 

by Duckstein and Bogardi (1975). 

The importance of explicit elicitation of the decision maker's 

preferences is particularly clear if one realizes the existence of 

uncertainties which cause the future performance of reservoir control 

to be a random variable. Hence, before deciding on contractual provi- 

sions, such as degree of flood protection, water supply and power genera- 

tion, and before making the control decisions in real -time, a rational 

decision maker ought to consider explicitly how-much risk (economic, 

social, legal, political, etc.) is he willing to accept under every 

possible circumstance. Unfortunately, research in attribution theory 

(Fischhoff, 1976) provides evidence that people have very poor conception 

of randomness. For instance, a common behavioral pattern of coping with 

uncertainties is denying their existence (White, 1973; Slovic et al., 

1976). Also, people's performance in processing (integrating) informa- 

tion is much poorer than in perceiving and coding it (Dawes, 1977). 

These facts suggest the use of decision aids which separate assessment 

of subjective value judgments from consideration of uncertainties. In 
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this way, the cognitive overload of the decision maker can be reduced 

and his judgments can be improved. 

In summary, the subjective valuational inputs to real -time 

reservoir control are inevitable. It is the intent of this study to 

provide a methodology for assessing these subjective value judgments in 

the form which is suitable for decision theoretic analyses. 

1.3. Motivation for a Utility Approach 

Before explaining the approach, it is necessary to define the 

decision maker and the reservoir operator. The decision maker is an 

expert or a group of experts who translate the various operating objec- 

tives (economical, environmental, social, etc.) and constraints 

(technological, legal, institutional, political, etc.) into engineering 

specifications which determine the principles for the operation of the 

reservoir. For example, the decision maker may be composed of represen- 

tatives of the agencies involved, public officials, etc. The reservoir 

operator is an individual or a team who actually operates the reservoir 

according to the principles set forth by the decision maker, and who 

makes the emergency decisions whenever the operating contingencies such 

as levee failures, navigation accidents, construction works, etc., occur. 

As the experience indicates (Abraham, 1975), it is not practical to 

provide mathematical models for.emergency decision -making. 

One way for the decision maker to express the engineering 

specifications is to provide a control- criterion. As pointed out earlier, 

this criterion should reflect (1) the decision maker's preferences over 

operating attributes, (2) his trade -offs between reservoir purposes, and 
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(3) his attitude toward risk. In this study, such a criterion is 

developed within the framework of multiattribute utility theory. The 

reason for the utility approach is as follows. In a complex decision 

task and under presence of uncertainties, it is extremely difficult, if 

not impossible, for the decision maker to capture all valuational aspects 

of the decision problem in an ad hoc, non - algorithmic manner ( "... people 

tend to exaggerate their information - processing sophistication," 

Fischhoff, 1976, p. 432). Moreover, the decision maker himself may not 

be able to be present in the control center at all times; still, he may 

want the control releases to obey his preferences, trade -off judgments, 

and risk predilections. Finally, for real -time flood control to be 

performed efficiently, the decisions have to be made fast. In the view 

of limited human information- processing capabilities (Slovic, 1972; 

Dawes, 1977) and usually lengthy procedures of collective decision- making 

(in the case of a group decision maker), it is advantageous to encode the 

decision maker's preference structure prior to the real decision process. 

With the utility concept, this can be achieved by structuring the decision 

task in two phases: 

1. Descriptive Use of Utility Theory. A set of simple, yet 

realistic, decision tasks is considered; in each of them, the decision 

maker exercises his value judgment and makes a decision. A set of such 

decisions leads to encoding the decision maker's preference structure 

in the form of a disutility function. 

2. Normative Use of Utility Theory. Minimization of the expected 

disutility constitutes the decision criterion in a machine executed 
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control model. Continuity of the disutility function guarantees that 

an arbitrarily complex decision task can be solved. Moreover, the 

control decisions can be made fast and in accordance with the decision 

maker's subjective preference structure but without a need for his 

personal intervention. 

1.4. Organization and Perspective of the Study 

Chapter 2 reviews the literature. Chapter 3 develops the dis- 

utility model. After defining the reservoir control problem, a concept 

for imbedding CCO into FCO is presented. The FCO is then viewed as a 

game against nature. Psychological factors affecting the decision -making 

in such a game are analyzed, and the notion of disutility is introduced. 

A set of behavioral postulates concerning the decision maker's preferences 

leads to a specific form for the disutility function. In Chapter 4, 

a group utility model for decision -making in engineering systems is 

developed.' A suitable decision scenario is assumed. It is argued that 

the classical approach based on aggregation of individual utility func- 

tions into a group utility function through interpersonal utility 

comparisons is infeasible for realistic decision- settings because it 

disregards the essential human factors present in the group decision - 

making. In concordance with these factors, a new model is developed 

based on a concept of direct assessment of the group utility function 

through a group decision process. A technique for assessing the 

reservoir control disutility function is presented in Chapter 5. This 

technique derives from the author's findings in the previous utility 

assessment experiments. Two specific principles for the assessment 
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process are suggested. Their intent is to reduce the response bias due 

to anomalous behavior of the subject in the gambles between the extreme 

values of the attributes and due to the subject's preferences for the 

range and variance of the gambles. Also, a decision rule for the group 

decision maker is suggested in the view of two plausible criteria -- namely, 

decisional equality and decisional disappointment. Chapter 6 discusses 

some problems of application and reports the results of an experiment 

in assessing the reservoir control disutility function. The experimental 

test has been carried out under field -like conditions and included eight 

single decision makers and three group decision makers. The results 

of the experiment prove the validity of the methodology developed. 

Chapter 7 concludes the study. 

1.5. Summary of the Stochastic Control Model 

A logical extension of the present study is a reservoir control 

model which utilizes the preference criterion. Such a control model 

is proposed in Report 31 (Krzysztofowicz, 1978). The control model has 

been formulated as a multistage decision process under uncertainty. 

It is conceptualized in the form of two sub -processes. The first level 

process is a Forecast -Strategy Process which performs as an open -loop 

feedback controller. It is defined by a sequence of forecasts and 

optimal release strategies against these forecasts. At each forecast 

time (time of issuing the forecast), the optimal release strategy is 

computed for the time period equal to the lead time of the forecast, 

and it remains in execution until'the next forecast time. The second 

level process, defined for each forecast time, is a Control Process 
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which for the given forecast generates the release strategy satisfying 

the preference criterion. This process is formulated as a truncated 

Markovian adaptive controller performing on a finite set of discrete 

times --the same set which indexes the forecast inflow process. 

To evaluate the past performance of the FCO, a set of measures 

of effectiveness is proposed. Computational aspects of the control 

model are analyzed. Special features of the reservoir control process 

are exploited in the main theorem which assures the monotonicity of the 

optimal control strategy with respect to one of the state variables. 

Also, the properties of the optimal strategy for the case of a categori- 

cal forecast are proven. Next, two suboptimal control strategies are 

derived: (1) partial open -loop strategy and (2) naive /partial open -loop 

strategy. Finally, a discretization procedure which guarantees conver- 

gence of the numerical solution is discussed, and the computational 

requirements of the optimal and two suboptimal strategies are compared. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The last two decades have witnessed substantial developments of 

utility theory and theory of reservoirs. These two areas of research 

will be briefly reviewed with an emphasis on group utility theory and 

real -time reservoir control. 

2.1. Utility Theory 

Multiattribute Utility Theory: The origin of utility theories 

can be traced back to Daniel Bernoulli (Baecher et al., 1975, p. 70). The 

cornerstone of modern utility theory is the work of von Neumann and 

Morgenstern (1947). Since then, theoretical as well as applied research 

flourished; most of it, however, concerned one -dimensional attributes. 

Reviews of those early efforts can be found in Thrall et al. (1954), Smith 

(1956), and Fishburn (1968). But it has not been until the last decade 

that a consistent theory for multiattribute utility functions came to 

light. Works of Raiffa (1969), Keeney (1971, 1972b, 1974), Fishburn and 

Keeney (1975), Fishburn (1974, 1975, 1977), and Keeney and Raiffa (1976) 

are central to this progress. The key idea which leads to a concise and 

implementable multiattribute utility theory is dimensional decomposition. 

A composite multiattribute utility model is then related to the 

13 
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postulated structure of the decision maker's preferences by a suitable 

representation theorem. In this fashion, Richard (1975) related three 

forms of a multiplicative utility model to the type of multivariate risk 

behavior -- generalization of that same notion known well from single - 

attribute models. Many of the preference conditions under which a par- 

ticular model holds appear to be equivalent. For example, an additive 

multiattribute utility model is implied by additive independence of 

Fishburn (1971), utility independence and preferential independence of 

Keeney (1974), utility independence and multivariate risk neutrality 

of Richard (1975),and superiority condition of Kirkwood (1977). Still, 

when none of the above conditions holds for a particular problem, one 

may resort to approximations such as those proposed by Fishburn (1977) 

for two - attribute functions. For a more detailed survey of multi - 

attribute utility theory the reader may wish to refer to Huber (1974b) 

and Farquhar (1977). 

The number of applications of multiattribute utility functions 

is already quite remarkable. They range from medical diagnosis problems 

(Betaque and Gorry, 1971; Giauque and Peebles, 1976) and blood bank 

management (Keeney, 1972a; Bodily, 1977), through control of pollution 

in rivers (Ostrom and Gros, 1975), forest pest control (Bell, 1975), 

and long range energy management (Buehring et al., 1976) to development 

of airports (de Neufville and Keeney, 1972), river basins (Keeney et al., 

1976), and recreational areas (Dean and Shih, 1975). 
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Group Utility: Accomplishments in the area of group utility 

theory have beeñ somewhat less spectacular. Those concerned with the 

social welfare function problem (e.g., Harsanyi, 1955) seem to be satis- 

fied with an additive group utility model, and the only remaining 

arguments concern ethical implications of this model (Harsanyi, 1975) and 

the degree of interpersonal comparability of values (Sen, 1970). The 

committee decision problem has been modeled by Theil (1963, 1976), again, 

within a framework of an additive model. His analysis is, nevertheless, 

sophisticated in that it includes dynamics of the committee's debate, 

stopping rules for the debate, and, most importantly, determination of 

the weights for the model from the committee's debate --a very realistic 

feature and in concordance with psychological principles of groups' 

behavior (Rim, 1966a). Models of collective decision making in political 

processes are nicely presented in Niemi and Weisberg (1972). The papers 

included in their work deal with such problems as constitutional design 

(optimality of decision rules), coalition formation, paradox of voting, 

and political competition. The monograph by Marschak and Radner (1972) 

is devoted to designing an information structure and decision rule for 

a team (defined as an organization whose members have only common inter- 

ests). The optimal design is that which yields the highest expected 

utility to the team. 

Group utility models based on aggregation of individual utility 

functions have also been studied by Kirkwood (1972, 1974), Keeney and 

Kirkwood (1975), and Keeney (1976). Additive and multiplicative models 
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have been shown to hold under various behavioral assumptions about the 

group. In all cases explicit interpersonal utility comparisons are 

required. Keeney (1976) also showed that if Arrow's assumptions 

(Arrow, 1963) are related to cardinal measures rather than to orderings 

then the implied model for aggregation of individual utilities is addi- 

tive. A sampling approach to estimating group utility functions has been 

suggested by Baecher (1975). The group is assumed to consist of indivi- 

duals whose utility functions, u, belong to the same parametric family. 

With FB the distribution of the parameter, b, of this family, the problem 

of estimating the expected group utility function, w, reduces to solving 

w(x) = J u(xlb)dFB(b) . 

To the author's knowledge none of the formal methods for obtain- 

ing a group utility function on the basis of aggregation of individual 

utility functions and interpersonal utility comparisons has been applied 

in a strict form and in a real -life setting. (Examples by Kirkwood (1972) 

are far from being realistic.) The reason could be that the theory is 

quite new; however, psychologists offer more forceful explanation. In 

the context of testing for preference conditions, Slovic et al. (1977, 

p. 23) state: "The frequent avoidance of these tests may not reflect 

laziness, but a genuine suspicion that using an unjustified model may 

lead to fewer errors than choosing a model on the basis of confused 

responses to complex questions...." Admittedly, interpersonal utility 

comparisons are much more complex and abstract than the tests for 
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preference conditions, and so Slovic's assertion may also be applied to 

aggregative group utility models. 

Edwards (1977) reports an assessment of multiattribute utility 

functions wherein group utilities were obtained by mere averaging of 

individual utilities (approach equivalent to equal weights in an additive 

model). A more sophisticated approach is that of Turban and Metersky 

(1971). The group of experts was asked to state, directly, values for 

the scaling constants in an additive multiattribute model, and the 

group's consensus over these constants was sought. The procedure con- 

sisted of several steps in which judgments of the individual experts 

were elicited, checked for consistency, examined for concordance, and 

then combined or reconciled if significant disagreements occurred. 

Rouse and Sheridan (1974) conducted several experiments in 

computer -aided decision- making with real -life groups. A utility approach 

was used on several occasions, but each time the formal utility 

procedure was modified to suit a particular situation. For instance, in 

the case of ranking of alternatives the group was assigning weights 

and utilities of an additive model by voting on a [0-9] scale. No inter- 

personal utility comparisons were made. These alterations were 

introduced after a formal utility approach had failed. The authors 

concluded then (p. 507) "...that the approach was too abstract. Lack of 

understanding led to hostility on the part of the group with which the 

procedure was used." Sheridan and Sicherman (1977) report an experiment 

in assessing a bivariate utility function for a group by an anonymous 
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electronic polling technique. In a von Neumann -Morgenstern gamble 

formulation, the group indifference point is indicated by a split vote. 

The method proved to be very effective. 

Another class of approaches to aggregation of individual value 

judgments employs multiple regression models. Experimental evidence 

consistently indicates an excellent performance of such models in 

describing judgmental and aggregation processes. Naylor and Wherry 

(1965) had 50 raters to judge "worth to the Air Force" of 250 men each 

of whom was characterized by the scores on 23 different traits. For 

each rater a predictive regression equation was fitted, relating scores 

on traits to the global score as judged by the rater. The regression 

equations were then clustered sequentially from 50 individual equations 

to a single overall equation. Successful applications of similar 

techniques have also been reported by Huber et al. (1969) and Einhorn 

(1970) . 

Assessment Techniques: In principle, an assessment of a single 

attribute utility function of the von Neumann -Morgenstern theory is 

based upon a repetitive solving of an expected utility equation where the 

solution is the point of indifference of the subject. A variety of opera- 

tional techniques has been developed to suit a particular decision 

context or a particular decision maker. An urgent need for simple and 

efficient assessment techniques arose along with the theory of multi - 

attribute utility functions whose assessment according to the theoretical 

principles is very cumbersome -- almost infeasible (Slovic et al., 1977, 

p. 23). In general, single- attribute utility functions and scaling 
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constants can be assessed either indirectly or directly (Slovic et al., 

1977) . 

Indirect methods are justified by the theory. They are usually 

complex and the assessment setting is not always realistic. However, if 

they suit a particular decision context, then with a little effort very 

reliable estimates can be obtained. Classical references to these 

methods are Ramsey (1950), Davidson et al. (1957), Luce and Raiffa (1957), 

Becker et al. (1964), Raiffa (1969), and Schlaifer (1969). Good examples 

of experimentally tested procedures are also provided by Halter and Dean 

(1971), Sinden (1974), and Weisbrod et al. (1977). For multidimensional 

assessments, computer programs have been written to speed up the neces- 

sary computations and to provide the subject with a feedback during the 

assessment process (Keeney and Sicherman, 1976). Also techniques have 

been proposed for deriving utility functions from only qualitative 

restrictions such as indication of regions of risk -aversion or risk - 

seeking (Meyer and Pratt, 1968). 

In direct methods, the decision maker simply states a numerical 

value required by the utility model. These methods are simple, but in 

general they are less reliable, and they do not provide directly for 

consistency checking. Examples of these techniques can be found in 

Yntema and Torgerson (1961), Turban and Metersky (1971), Rouse and 

Sheridan (1974), and Edwards (1977). Up -to -date detailed reviews of the 

assessment techniques have been written by Huber (1974a), Johnson and 

Huber (1977), and Slovic et al. (1977). 
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2.2. Reservoir Control 

A substantial body of literature is devoted to finding fixed 

operating rules for long -range (monthly, seasonal) operation, mostly in 

the context of planning and design. Review of these approaches can be 

found in Loucks and Dorfman (1975) , Sobel (1975) , Rossman (1977) , and 

Hirsch et al. (1977). Much less research effort has been directed toward 

real -time operation based on streamflow forecasts, and methods which 

can account for uncertainties of these forecasts are almost nonexistent. 

Paradoxically, this happens despite a unanimous agreement of hydrologists 

on "inherent inaccuracies" of hydrologic predictions. 

Real -Time Control: The main philosophical difference between 

fixed -rule reservoir control and real -time control is best reflected in 

the discussion by Nelson and Rockwood (1972) in relation to the operation 

of the Columbia River System. They assert (p. 951): 

...the rigid application of operating rules derived from the 
study of historical floods ignores our capability in day -to- 
day streamflow forecasting. ...The key to the flexibility of 
operation is the application of short and medium range fore- 
casts. ...This enables those responsible for flood regulation 
to adjust the reservoir operation to meet the unique hydro - 
meteorological conditions experienced each year. 

One approach to real -time control of multireservoir systems is 

based upon simulation algorithms. Usually some value judgment from the 

operator is required. In a model of the Trent basin (Sigvaldason, 1976), 

the operator's value judgment is encoded in terms of weighting (penalty) 

coefficients in the objective function. An "out -of- kilter" algorithm 
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is then used to find a set of releases which minimizes the total penalty 

in the system. In operation of the Columbia River System (Nelson and 

Rockwood, 1971; Abraham, 1973, 1975), the operator specifies a priori 

target levels for each reservoir. Further adjustments are made in an 

interactive mode during the simulation process which proceeds until a 

satisfactory operating plan is found. A theoretically more subtle model 

for real -time operation is one by Becker and Yeh (1974). Releases over 

the next several time periods are found through a linear programming- - 

dynamic programming procedure which minimizes the potential energy loss 

subject to constraints imposed by other reservoir purposes. The judg- 

mental input required from the operator concerns the ending storage 

vector. All three methods discussed above assume availability of a 

categorical forecast of net reservoir inflow in a given operating horizon. 

The nature of short -range reservoir control for alleviation of 

floods is well captured in the work of Beard (1963). He emphasizes 

the advantages of using flood space for conservation purposes whenever 

the current flood potential is low, but, as he well points out, a common 

method of assessing current flood potential on the basis of antecedent 

precipitation conditions has no physical justification and may lead to 

erroneous decisions. On the other hand, Beard denies (as do many 

hydrologists) the usefulness of meteorological predictions because they 

lack reliability. To contrast, we quote Yevjevich (1974, p. 1543): 

...the forecast of precipitation preceding its measurement is 
still very uncertain. Regardless of this uncertainty and even 
stating only the probability of a given meteorologic event to 
occur, the meteorologic forecast is of practical usefulness 
for warning of potential flood generating storms or snowmelt. 
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A notable approach to operation of a reservoir system has been 

presented by Jamieson and Wilkinson (1972). Their dynamic programming 

formulation of the flood control process captures the essential features 

of real -time operation. They also realize that lack of quantitative 

precipitation forecasts is the most serious problem in flood forecasting. 

Recently, Jamieson et al. (1976) compared a dynamic programming policy 

with the existing operating rule for a specific reservoir system, and 

also performed a sensitivity analysis on the effects of runoff forecast 

errors on the optimality of reservoir control. In the system they exam- 

ined, the forecast errors have no effect on the efficiency of reservoir 

control, and both control policies are almost equally good. In the 

writer's opinion, however, these results must not be generalized because 

the only fact they truly reflect is a very unsuccessful configuration of 

the flood control system which Jamieson and his co- workers try to opti- 

mize. A deterministic dynamic programming model for flood control has 

also been advocated in the works of Plate and Schultz (1973) and Schultz 

and Plate (1976). The systems they have examined consist of two reser- 

voirs in series and two parallel reservoirs. Operation of a multi - 

reservoir flood control system has been considered by Windsor (1973); the 

control problem is tailored to a linear programming minimization of 

the total damage cost in the system. The common feature of all the 

models mentioned above is an assumption that when the release decision 

is made a perfect categorical forecast of the inflow hydrograph is 

available. If an updated forecast is issued, the decision analysis is 

simply repeated, but no provision for possible further refinement is made. 
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Uncertainties: A method of accounting for uncertainty of future 

inflows in operation of a single -purpose flood control reservoir has been 

suggested by Hughes (1971). In his concept, the release decided in any 

discrete time interval should balance the risk of immediate flooding 

(during this interval) with the risk of flooding in the next time inter- 

vals. The uncertainty of the future inflow is described by a historical 

distribution and is imbedded in the decision problem through a set of 

cost - frequency curves. The optimal release, minimizing the cost, is 

found through an iterative application of Lagrange multiplier technique. 

Although interesting in concept, the method is not well developed. 

The major handicap is that both sequences of decisions and inflows are 

sequences of independent variables; this precludes application of the 

method on short time intervals (say hourly or daily). More recently, 

Rozanov (1974, 1975) outlined some suggestions for possible formula- 

tion of the stochastic flood control problem. 

An attempt to use probabilistic meteorological forecasts in 

reservoir control is reported by O'Connor and Clark (1972). Extended - 

range 30 -day forecasts of temperature and rainfall have been used to 

predict expected monthly inflow. Unfortunately, the fact that forecast 

distributions were reduced to the expected value "before" the decision 

analysis makes the whole effort almost unwarrantable (from the decision 

theoretic viewpoint). Nevertheless, the authors reached a very 

important conclusion (p. 550) that "the use of 30 -day meteorological 

forecasts appears to merit further research to determine their value to 

management of water resources systems." A pioneer, and so far the only, 
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application of Bayesian Decision Theory to reservoir control has been 

made by Russell (1974). Long -range operation of a reservoir for 

irrigation and snowmelt flood control is formulated to account for 

natural uncertainty of streamflow (inflow volume forecasts are specified 

in terms of subjective probability distributions) and preferences of 

the decision maker (a utility function over reservoir levels is 

elicited from the reservoir operator). The decision rules result then 

from maximization of expected utility. 

To deal with rainfall forecast uncertainty, Crawford (1970) 

proposes to generate three hydrographs for conditions: (1) no additional 

rain, (2) historic maximum rain, and (3) expected rain as specified by 

a categorical forecast. The reservoir operation is then simulated for 

each of the generated hydrographs, but no decision analysis follows. 

Without any statement concerning the current probability of each of the 

three conditions happening, simulated information cannot be used quanti- 

tatively; it can only provide the reservoir manager with certain 

"feeling" as to the range of possible outcomes. The same procedure has 

been used operationally by Bobinski et al. (1975), but in contrast 

to Crawford (and to the decision oriented approach) the burden of choos- 

ing a hydrograph to be relayed as the final forecast to the reservoir 

control center is placed on the forecaster on duty. Recently, Szöllösi- 

Nagy et al. (1977) addressed the problem of determining rainfall 

forecasts by tracking the development of the storm in time on a histor- 

ical depth- duration - frequency curve. From the current position of the 

storm on this curve various rainfall scenarios, tracking the storm into 
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the future, can be obtained; potentially, a probability number could be 

attached to each scenario. They also state that precipitation radar 

networks can provide a basis for precipitation forecasting. It has to 

be made clear, however, that the use of radar observations instead of 

or in addition to rain gages primarily affects the quality of the data 

(an effect similar to increased network density, Anderl et al., 1976) 

but has little effect on increasing the lead time of the runoff fore- 

casts. Practically, nothing can be gained over an on -line interrogative 

data collection system whereas up to a few hoursl could be gained over 

a manually read rain gage network. 

Trade -Offs: Trade -offs between flood control and other reservoir 

purposes have been considered explicitly mainly at the stage of allocation 

of the flood control storage (e.g., Watt and Wilson, 1972; Liu, 1972; 

Duren and Beard, 1972; Wycoff and Singh, 1976). Operationally, trade -offs 

have been treated by Russell (1974), and Croley and Raja Rao (1977). 

These latters present a model in which a trade -off function between two 

objectives (flood loss and number of recreation user -days) is obtained 

by solving a set of e- constraint optimization problems. The decision 

maker chooses the most preferred point on the trade -off function; the 

policy corresponding to this point is the solution. To account for 

uncertainty of the reservoir inflo the whole procedure is repeated for 

1For example, up to 2 -3 hrs for a basin of several thousand square 

kilometers with network density 1 gage per 200 km2 and observations 

reported by telephone. 
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a set of simulated inflow sequences, so that a probabilistic statement 

about the optimal trade -offs can be made. This method of handling a 

two -objective decision problem has an appeal, particularly from the 

viewpoint of simplicity of the human judgments required --a factor of 

considerable practical significance (Krzysztofowicz et al., 1977). 

Furthermore, the method may be considered as a special, dual- objective 

case of a general multiobjective algorithm of Neuman and Krzysztofowicz 

(1977). Hence, the technique can be easily generalized to an n- objective 

problem. The approach as such is not, however, well suited for real -time 

control because (1) repetitive optimization presents a high computational 

burden, (2) the decision maker's input is required each time a decision 

is made, and (3) the mechanism of accounting for the inflow uncertainty 

is neither well defined nor computationally efficient. 

In the light of the above review, it is apparent that the present 

state -of- the -art in real -time reservoir control lacks effective method- 

ologies which can account for uncertainties of the inflow forecasts and 

for the trade -offs between reservoir purposes. 



CHAPTER 3 

DISUTILITY MODEL 

The fundamental postulate of this study is that the decisions 

in reservoir control are based upon the decision maker's value 

judgments. These value judgments, which concern the preferences over 

operating attributes, trade -offs between reservoir purposes, and 

attitude toward risk, can be quantified in terms of a two- attribute 

disutility function. In the first section of this chapter, the 

reservoir control problem is defined, and a concept for imbedding conser- 

vation control into flood control is presented. In the second 

section, reservoir control is viewed as a game against nature. The risk 

present in that game is described, and a need for a measure of the 

decision maker's preferences is exposed. In the final section, an 

appropriate form for the disutility model is suggested. It is argued, 

then, that minimization of expected disutility is a plausible and well 

motivated criterion for reservoir control under uncertainty. 

3.1. Reservoir Control Problem 

3.1.1. Types of Reservoir Control 

Consider a single, multipurpose reservoir. Two types of control 

are identified as follows. Flood Control (FCO) is defined by a 

27 
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purpose 

PF = {alleviation of floods }. 

Conservation Control 0200) is defined by a set of purposes 

PC = {1. water supply (irrigational, industrial, municipal), 

2. hydroelectric power generation, 

3. low flow augmentation (navigation, fish and wildlife, 

recreation), 

4. lake recreation }. 

In a particular situation, the elements of PC can be modified, but it 

is assumed that always PFf7 PC = O. Furthermore, it is assumed that 

FCO and CCO are performed over nonoverlapping finite time intervals 

(Figure 3.1), and that FCO is implemented during floods while CCO is 

implemented between successive flood events. The principal hydrologic 

and decision characteristics of both types of operation are summarized 

in Table 3.1. Although all of them are essential, attention is focused 

on characteristic number four to justify the definition of FCO and CCO 

over nonoverlapping intervals of the reservoir input. 

To restate the approach, the analysis will concentrate on FCO; 

at the same time, through an appropriate imbedding of CCO into FCO, 

it will be guaranteed that, at any time, FCO is directed toward satis- 

fying both sets of purposes PF and PC. The basic reason for imbedding 
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Figure 3.1. Input Related Definition of Flood Control (FCO) 
and Conservation Control (CCO). 
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Table 3.1. Principal Characteristics of Flood Control (FCO) 

and Conservation Control (CCO) 

FCO CCO 

1. Short operating horizon 1. Long operating horizon 

(measured in terms of 

hours or days). 

(measured in terms of 

weeks or months). 

2. "Immediate" decisions are 

required (on an hourly 

basis). 

2. Decision -making process can 

be extended in time (over 

days or even weeks). 

3. High variability of the 

inflow rate. 

3. Low variability of the 

inflow rate. 

4. Input is forecast in terms 

of rate of flow, and the 

control concerns directly 

the rate of release from 

the reservoir. 

4. Input is forecast in terms 

of flow volumes over 

certain periods of time, so 

that the scheduling of 

release concerns the vol- 

umes of outflow. 

5. Usually the reservoir is 

refilled. 

5. Usually the reservoir is 

drawn down. 
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is to make sure that the control explicitly considers the trade -offs 

between conflicting sets of purposes PF and PC. In the sequel, reservoir 

control will always mean FCC which provides an appropriate condition for 

imbedding CCO. 

3.1.2. Imbedding CCO into FCC 

The decision problem in FCC will be analyzed under the follow- 

ing assumptions: (1) FCC is initiated whenever the forecast P[inflow 

rate > threshold] > 0, where it is understood that the forecast contain- 

ing probability P is valid over a finite time interval. (2) Storage 

space at the beginning of FCO is a known parameter, and it results from 

the preceding CCO. (3) The decision maker can only make one decision 

for the entire period of FCC. Although this assumption may not be quite 

realistic, it is imposed here only to simplify the presentation. In 

fact, each decision in a sequential- decision control is of the same 

nature. Therefore, for the purpose of encoding the decision maker's 

preferences, it is sufficient to analyze a single- decision problem; yet, 

the disutility criterion developed in this way can be used in a 

sequential- decision control, if needed. 

The decision problem in FCC is now structured. Let the state 

space = {inflow hydrograph} be discrete and finite, and suppose that 

nature chooses an inflow hydrograph in accordance with a known distribu- 

tion law. The decision space = {rate of release from the reservoir }, 

and the consequence space (outcome space) = Z x Y, where 
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z e Z is the maximum flood level (flood crest) 

measured above initial damage level at a 

target location below the reservoir, and 

y e Y is the storage space (storage deficit) at 

the end of the flood. 

With each of the sets PF, PC, and PF UPC, one associates a set of 

measures of consequences (effectiveness) {ai :Z x Y -> R} i = F, C, FC, 

with R an abstract set and F, C, FC. indices related to FCO, CCO, and 

FCO U CCO, respectively. Examples of measures of consequences are a 

stage- damage curve: aF:Z } $, and a relation between storage deficit 

and dollar loss in irrigation: 12:Y -> $. 

Assumption 3.1: In the reservoir control problem defined by 

PF UPC , aF is defined on Z, ac is defined on Y, and aFC = f (ap , ac). 

Roughly speaking, Assumption 3.1 says that the measures of 

consequences for FCO and CCO are separable. Accordingly, the performance 

of FCO can be adequately expressed as a univariate function defined on 

Z, and the performance of CCO can be expressed as a function defined on 

Y. That is to say, for a given input over period of CCO, the performance 

of CCO depends only upon the initial storage space y. Since y is also 

the terminal storage space in FC0 it provides a means of imbedding CCO 

into FCO. The fact that a consequence of FCO constitutes an initial 

condition for CCO will be referred to as an imbedding condition. 
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3.2. Reservoir Control as a Game Against Nature 

The object of this section is to reveal the nature of the 

decision problem as defined above. Ultimately, it is to indicate the 

existence of an adequate agreement between the mechanism of FCO and 

the mechanism of the von Neumann- Morgenstern (1947) scheme for utility 

assessment. Toward this end, FCO will be analyzed in the framework 

of a game against nature (Luce and Raiffa, 1957). 

It is assumed throughout that the von Neumann -Morgenstern axioms 

(1947) hold for a preference- indifference relation » (a weak order) on 

Z, Y, and Z x Y. On any one of these sets, for example Z with elements 

zl and z2, a preference relation 
>. 

is defined by 

z1 
. 

z2 iff (zi» z2) and not (z2 } z1) , 

and the indifference relation ti is defined by 

z1 ti z2 iff (z1 ). z2) and (z2 
>. 

z1). 

Assumption 3.2: The decision maker possesses a preference which 

satisfies the property that for any z1 < z2 and yl < y2, zi e Z, yi s Y 

(i =1,2), zi> z2 and y1 . y2. We shall denote by (zo,yo) the most 

desirable consequence and by (ze,ye) the least desirable consequence. 

By definition, zo = 0 and yo = O. 

Owing to Assumption 3.2, a pure decision is defined as one 

which for a given flood hydrograph yields minimum (z,y). Observe that 
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(min z,yo) with min z .?zo, if the flood volume is greater 

than or equal to the initial storage space, 
min (z,y) = 

(zo, min y) with min y > yo, if the flood volume is 

less than the initial storage space. 

Suppose that at any time, the state space contains only two hydrographs 

which have nonzero probability of occurrence, and each of whose volume 

is greater than the initial storage space so that min y = y 
o 

. These two 

hydrographs will be labeled "small flood" (SF) and "large flood" (LF). 

A forecasting procedure specifies the probability of having either SF or 

LF as (p,l -p), 0 < p < 1. The appropriate pure decisions will be denoted 

by S and L respectively. For brevity, let {(zl,y1);p;(z2,y2)] denote 

a gamble yielding either (z1,y1) with probability p or (z2,y2) with 

probability 1 -p, 0 < p < 1. 

Now the decision problem may be presented as a game where the 

decision maker chooses one from among two decisions (S,L) and then nature 

takes on one of two states (SF,LF) with probabilities (p,l -p). The 

consequences of the game are shown in the payoff table- (Table 3.2). 

Figure 3.2 may help to visualize this game; for simplicity, the flood 

level z is assumed to be equal to the rate of release from the reservoir. 

By definition of the game zL5 
zLL 

zL > zo, with zo = 0, and YSS 

YLL = yo 
with yo = O. Also y = y since the reservoir is overtopped 

SL o 

due to a too small release rate S. Finally, zSS< 
zL < zSL, 

and YLS > yo. 

These observations yield to the modified game as presented in Table 3.3; 



Table 3.2. Payoff Table for Two -State Flood Game 

DECISION 

S L 

STATE 

OF 

NATURE 

SF zSS'ySS zLS'yLS 

LF 
zSL'ySL ZLL,yLL 

Table 3.3. Payoff Tables for Modified Two -State Flood Game 

DECISION 

S L 

STATE 

OF 

NATURE 

SF zSS 

z L 

LF zSL 
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DECISION 

S L 

STATE SF y LS 

OF Yo 

NATURE LF 
yo 

for easy visualization, payoff tables are given separately for each 

consequence. 



Rate of Flow 
=Flood Level 

S-zSS 

ZSL 

ySL=O 

L=ZLS 

L=ZLL 

Figure 3.2. Schematic Presentation of Outcomes From the 
Two -State Flood Game 

yLL 0 
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Summing up, the decision maker is faced with the necessity of 

choosing between two decisions when the true magnitude of the oncoming 

flood is uncertain. To arrive at the choice, he must decide whether he 

prefers the gamble [(zss,yo) ;p'(zSL'yo)] 
to the gamble [(zL 

'yLS)'p' 
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(zL'yo)] or conversely. The choice of the decision S results in a 

certain value of the storage space yo and in a gamble over flood crest 

(zSS or zSL). Conversely, the choice of the decision L results in a 

certain value of the flood crest zL and in a gamble over storage space 

(yLS or 
yo). The point is probably obvious that the disutility of flood- 

ing the plain or emptying the reservoir and the willingness to "take a 

chance" (utility or disutility of gambling) may play an important role in 

choosing the decision. Therefore, this study leans on the psychological 

hypothesis that the decision maker chooses that decision which minimizes 

his expected disutility. 

The von Neumann -Morgenstern scheme for utility assessment is 

based upon the expected utility hypothesis, or, in the present case, 

expected disutility hypothesis 

u(c) = pu(a) + (1-p)u(b) (3.1) 

for an indifference relation c ti [a;p;b]. This relation means that the 

individual is indifferent to the choice between the certain consequence 

c and a gamble yielding the consequence a with probability p and the 

consequence b with probability 1 -p. There exists an equivalence between 

the risky situation in reservoir control, as presented in the framework 

of the two -state game (Table 3.3), and the problem of choice, as imposed 
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by relation (3.1). Therefore, the von Neumann -Morgenstern scheme for 

disutility assessment seems to be, in the case of reservoir control, a 

very realistic procedure. 

3.3. Disutility Model 

Under conditions induced by the von Neumann -Morgenstern axioms, 

the disutility function u is defined over an attribute set Z x Y. It 

is assumed that this set is bounded, i.e., that there exists a most 

desirable consequence (zo,yo) and a least desirable consequence 
(ze,ye). 

To arrive at a functional form for u, the following assumption concerning 

the decision maker's preferences is made. 

Assumption 3.3: Z and Y are mutually utility independent. 

By definition, Z is utility independent of Y if the decision 

maker's preference order over gambles on Z,with y held fixed, does not 

depend on the value of y. For more detailed discussion of utility 

independence, the reader may wish to consult Keeney (1974). A heuristic 

rationale for Assumption 3.3 follows. Although Z and Y are related 

physically to one another through basic laws of hydraulics, they are 

controls for independent sets of purposes PF and PC. Along with 

Assumption 3.1, this assures that the decision maker's preferences over 

any attribute induced by Z should be independent of the value of any 

other attribute induced by Y and vice versa. In particular, this 

assertion holds if Z and Y are both attributes themselves. 

By virtue of Theorem 5.2 in Keeney and Raiffa (1976, p. 234), 

Assumption 3.3 indicates that a separable form for u is appropriate: 
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u(z,y) = kzuz(z) + kyu1,(Y) + (1- kZ -ky) uz(Z)uy(Y) (3.2) 

where uZ, uy, u are scaled on [0,1], with uz(zo) = uy(yo) = u(zo,yo) = 0, 

uz(ze) i'Y(ye) = 
u(ze,ye) = 1, and constants kZ, kY e (0,1). The 

theoretical development of this model, along with necessary and sufficient 

preference conditions and admissible transformations, is given in 

Keeney (1974) and Keeney and Raiffa (1976). 

The corner disutilities in (3.2) are u(ze,yo) = kZ and u(zo,ye) = 

kY. From the estimates for kZ and kY one can infer the decision maker's 

multivariate risk behavior as defined by Richard (1975). Let z1> z2, 

zl, z2 e Z and 
l > y2, yl,y2 

E Y. Consider two gambles: 

Gl:[(Z1,Y1);5;(Z2,Y2)], 

G2:[(z1,Y2);5;(z2,Y1)] 

Definition 3.1: If for every zl,z2 e Z and yl,y2 e Y the decision 

maker possesses a consistent preference between G1 and G2, then he is 

referred to as being: 

multivariate risk averse (MRA) if G2 » G1 

strictly multivariate risk averse (SMRA) if G2 } G1 

multivariate risk seeking (MRS) if G1 ;.G2 

strictly multivariate risk seeking (SMRS) if G1 } G2 

multivariate risk neutral (MRN) if G1 ti G2. 

In order to relate Definition 3.1 to the parameters of the 

model (3.2), consider 

G1:[(zo,Y0);.5;(ze,Ye)], 

G2:[(zo,Ye);.5;(ze,Yo)] 
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The expected disutilities of these gambles are E[u1Gl] = .5 and 

E[uIG2] = .5(kz +ky). Now, 

G2yG1 E[uIG2] <E[uIG1] 64 kZ+kY < 1, 

G1}G2 b E[ulGl] <E{u[G2] kZ+kY > 1, 

G1 tiG2 6* E[uIGl] = E[uIG2] 0 kZ+kY = 1. 

The type of multivariate risk behavior can also be related to the value 

of the second partial derivative of u: 

au au 
a2u Z Y 

azay 
- (1- kZ -kY) 

az ay 

auZ auY 
where 

az 
> 0 and 

ay 
> 0 because uZ and uy are monotone increasing on 

[zo,ze] and [yo,ye]Jrespectively. The relationship between multi- 

variate risk behavior and the values of the parameters kZ and ky is 

summarized in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4. Relationship Between Multivariate Risk Behavior and 
Parameters of the Disutility Model 

Preference 
Multivariate 
Risk Behavior k + kY 

aza I 

G2 } G1 SMRA <1 >0 

Gl } G2 SMRS >1 <0 

G1 ti G2 MRN =1 =0 



CHAPTER 4 

DECISION MAKER 

The development so far has proceeded under an implicit postulate 

that there exists a decision maker who satisfies certain behavioral 

assumptions. For the purpose of eliciting the utility function, u, the 

decision maker has to be identified. Two general cases ought to be 

considered: 

1. Single Decision Maker (SDM), i.e., an individual expert, 

2. Group Decision Maker (GDM), i.e., a group of experts. 

The case of a SDM needs no further theoretical elaboration. The 

assessment of his or her utility function can be accomplished by one of 

the many available techniques (Raiffa, 1969; Huber, 1974a; Keeney and 

Raiffa, 1976). A technique designed specifically for the problem of 

reservoir control is presented in Chapter 5. 

The case of a GDM has neither well developed general theory, nor 

enough applications to allow for drawing definite conclusions as to the 

implementability of the various utility models with real -life groups, 

particularly decision- making groups. The few experimental results 

suggest, however, that the group utility models based on aggregation of 

individual utility functions and interpersonal utility comparisons are 

far from being feasible for realistic decision settings (Rouse and 

Sheridan, L974), The primary reason for this failure is incompatibility 

41 
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between the utility aggregation procedures and psychology of group 

decision processes. Recognition of this fact has motivated the present 

author to develop a group utility model which would be consistent with 

some of the paramount human factors involved in group decision- making. 

The model proposed herein is designed primarily for decision- making in 

engineering systems. 

Section 4.1 presents a decision scenario for which the group 

utility model is to be developed. Section 4.2 critically evaluates 

utility aggregation models; it is concluded that this class of models 

is not suitable for group decision - making in engineering systems. In 

Section 4.3 the principles of the proposed group utility model are 

discussed; the model is developed in Section 4.4. 

4.1. Decision Scenario 

A utility model for the Group Decision Maker, GDM, will be devel- 

oped in the following decision scenario. A small group, G, of experts 

Mi(i e I), I = {1, . ., m }, m < 10, is assembled for the purpose of 

establishing a value -judgment -based criterion for real -time control of 

an engineering system. The system is multipurpose so that the experts 

represent various engineering fields, possess various beliefs, and do 

not necessarily base their judgments on the same knowledge and informa- 

tion. Nevertheless, they all have a common interest in controlling the 

system in an efficient manner. The control center (where the group meets) 

is equipped with the necessary hardware and software to simulate and 

optimize the system's behavior and to display the requested information 
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on the system. The group wants to accomplish its task in no more than two 

sittings of up to a few hours. The group is well organized, to wit, it 

has a well defined and operationally efficient decision rule, S, accord- 

ing to which the group's sittings are managed and the group decisions 

are made. 

4.2. Critic of Utility Aggregation Models 

Assume that G, viewed as an entity, accepts the von Neumann- 

Morgenstern utility axioms, or an equivalent set of axioms. With 

ui the utility function of M(i E I), and w the utility function of G, 

the classical group utility problem is to find an aggregation rule E 

such that 

w = E(u1, ..., um). (4.1) 

A typical approach is to make certain postulates about the aggregation 

process and then to derive E which satisfies these postulates (Keeney and 

Raiffa, 1976, p. 522). While theoretically appealing, such an approach 

appears to have serious drawbacks when implementation is considered. 

Interpersonal Utility Comparisons.: To apply (4.1), one must 

assess ui for every Mi (i e I) and evaluate parameters of the operator 

E; this latter requires interpersonal utility comparisons. Although it 

is evident (Harsanyi, 1975) that such comparisons are very often made 

implicitly, an explicit quantification of them is a very subtle matter 

from both a psychological and practical point of view. The parameters 

in E must reflect the group's consensus which means that the group must 

make a sequence of decisions each answering a question: "By how much is 
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the satisfaction of Mi preferred to the satisfaction of M. (j = 1, ..., m, 

j # i) ?" The experimental evidence (Rouse and Sheridan, 1974) clearly 

indicates that in real -life decision -making this kind of procedure does 

not work. Firstly, the judgments required are too abstract which leads 

to lack of understanding, hostility, apathy and, hence, biased responses 

on the part of the group. As pointed out by Edwards (1977, p. 327) 

"hypothetical judgments are unreliable and unrepresentative of real 

preferences." Secondly, for the very simple reason of decisional 

equality,2 a group consensus over numbers, ki(i E I), which weight indi- 

vidual utility functions, ui (i E I), with respect to one another may 

not be achievable.3 

Value- Oriented Decision -Making: The utility approach is in 

conflict with conventional decision -making practices (Rouse and Sheridan, 

1974). Real -life decision- making is goal- oriented; that is the group 

sets up a goal, finds a decision to achieve this goal, and then accepts, 

rejects, or modifies the decision if it conflicts with some values of the 

group. In the value- oriented decision -making the sequence is reversed. 

The decisional equality is defined by the requirement that individuals 
be counted equally in formal voting (Schofield, 1972). 

3 
For instance, Mi may agree that Mj's opinions are sound (though diverse 

i to his own), and in certain decision problems Mi may be willing to 
sacrifice his satisfaction for the benefit of M. However, M1 may not be 
willing to accept a permanent weight on his preference, say ki = .1 in 
view of the Mj's weight kj = .9, even if these numbers truly reflect the 
average distribution of influence within the group. 
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First, the value judgments over the entire set of consequences are 

codified in terms of a utility function which then serves as a criterion 

for choosing the decision. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate both ap- 

proaches. In addition, Figure 4.2 shows the principle of aggregation 

of the individual utilities into the group utility according to (4.1). 

Normative Decision Behavior Another undesirable feature of 

(4.1) is that the group utility function, w, is normative with respect 

to decision behavior of the group (as an entity), whereas one would like 

w to mirror actual decision preferences and actual risk behavior of the 

GDM in the same manner as the individual utility function, u, does it 

for a SDM. An implicit assumption underlying formulation (4.1) is that 

{M1, ..., Mm} is a collection of independent (i.e., not interacting) 

individuals. As this assumption may be suitable for the social welfare 

function problem (Sen, 1970; Harsanyi, 1975) it certainly is not valid 

for a GDM. Two factors distinguish a GDM from a collection of indepen- 

dent individuals: (1) The GDM has an internal rule, S, of collective 

decision -making to which each Mi must conform. (2) The GDM has his own 

behavioral principles, and there exists a strong interaction between 

the group decision process and behavior of the group members. For 

example, due to what is called a group -polarization phenomenon (Myers 

and Lamm, 1975), the group postdiscussion decision may be considerably 

different from the initial group decision. Usually the shift of the 

decision is in the direction of the initially dominant point of view. 

It is clear that none of the above factors can be reflected in 

because the assessment of is not based on group decisions in the 

actual decision problem (or in the von Neumann -Morgenstern formulation 
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Figure 4.1. Goal -Oriented Decision -Making 

(Numbers in the circles indicate sequence 
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Figure 4.2. Value- Oriented Decision -Making 

Group utility function obtained through 
aggregation of individual utility functions. 
Numbers in the circles indicate sequence of 
steps. 
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of this problem). There is thus no guarantee that derived from inter- 

personal utility comparisons will produce w that is a reliable descrip- 

tion of the actual decision behavior of the GDM. An example illustrating 

this problem is given in Appendix A. 

Unanimity of Preferences: The aggregation rules which have 

attracted much attention (Kirkwood, 1972, 1974; Harsanyi, 1955, 1975; 

Keeney, 1976; Theil, 1976) are an additive model 

m 
w(x) = E k .u. (x) , 

i=1 

and a multiplicative model 

m 

kw(x) + 1 = n [kkiui (x) + 1] , 
i=1 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

where w and ui's are scaled on [0,1], 0<k. < 1 (i =1, ..., m) and k 

are constants, and X = {x} is an attribute set. The sufficient prefer- 

ence conditions under which (4.2) and (4.3) are derived can be found in 

Keeney and Kirkwood (1975). Herein it is proved that these conditions 

are not the only ones necessary. Specifically,it is shown that models 

(4.2) and (4.3) imply still another condition, namely unanimity of 

preferences. 

Definition 4.1: The group preference between two ordered 

consequences (or gambles over them) from X is said to be unanimous 

if every M. (i e I) assigns to the same relation ( }.) or (ti) or ( {), 

and weakly unanimous if the assigned relations are (>,ti) or (ti, '<). If 

the set of assigned relations is (., -) or ( >, ti, ) then there is no 

unanimity among preferences of Mi's. 
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Note that if X is a scalar space, then nonunanimous preferences 

over X may occur if and only if some ui's are monotone increasing func- 

tions and some.ui's are monotone decreasing functions. 

Theorem 4.1: If the group preference is nonunanimous, then 

(4.2) and (4.3) do not necessarily hold. 

The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix B. Note that 

Theorem 4.1 is true also if X is a countable set and {u.} and w are 

expected utilities (e.g., expected utilities of alternatives). Inasmuch 

as in many real -life decisional situations unanimity of preferences among 

group members is not to be expected, revealed weakness of models (4.2) 

and (4.3) substantially limits their applicability. 

An Advice: In the final comment, properties of (4.1) will be 

contrasted with the signposts for the group decision -making advised by 

Rouse and Sheridan (1974) on the basis of several experiments with real - 

life decision makers. These signposts are: 

1. The members of the group should be able to easily understand 

how their preferences are being incorporated in the group utility. 

2. Assessment process with a polling system should be anonymous. 

3. The assessment procedure should be fast enough to reach the 

result in just a few hours. 

4. Intermediate feedback in the course of the assessment process 

is important for maintaining the group's interest. 

5. Conventional decision -making is goal- oriented as opposed to 

value- oriented utility approach. A goal- oriented decision maker may 

find it difficult to understand and accept the utility concept. "To 
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avoid this problem, one can try to make the approach look conventional, 

but implicitly bring in utility theory concept. This may be the only 

practical approach to having a significant effect on real -life group 

decision making in the near future" (Rouse and Sheridan, 1974, p. 511). 

It is easy to see that (4.1) does not satisfy properties 1,4, and 

5, and very likely also property 3. In view of the above discussion, it 

is concluded that formulation (4.1) does not represent an appropriate 

approach to constructing a utility function of a group decision maker in 

a real -life setting. 

4.3. Principles of the Groin Utility Model 

Two principles guided development of the group utility model: 

1. The utility function must reflect the actual decision 

behavior of the GDM. 

2. Assessment of the utility function must be achievable within 

the structure of the real decision process to which the GDM is accustomed. 

The approach proposed herein is based on direct elicitation of the 

group utility function from the GDM. The response of G to a von Neumann - 

Morgenstern gamble is generated through the decision rule, S, which 

transforms individual value judgments of Mi's into the group value 

judgment. Assessment of w is thus analogous to real decision- making. 

Figure 4.3 illustrates this concept. As may be seen, the only differ- 

ence between this approach and conventional goal- oriented decision - 

making (Figure 4.1) is that group value judgments are quantified 
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Figure 4.3. Value -Oriented Decision -Making with Direct 
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Group utility function assessed directly. 
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explicitly in the form of a group utility function, w, and that this is 

done prior to the real decision -making. In contrast to the utility 

aggregation approach (Figure 4.2), the individual utility functions do 

not appear as explicit elements of the model, but most importantly, 

explicit interpersonal utility comparisons are avoided. 

4.4. Group Utility Model 

4.4.1. Structure of the Model 

Definition 4.2: Group Decision Maker (GDM) is a two -tuple 

(G, S) where G = {Mi: i E I }, I = {1, . ., m }, is a group of individual 

members (experts) M., and S is the decision rule by which the group 

arrives at collective decisions (for example, S = debate and majority - 

rule voting). In a trivial case of m = 1, GDM - SDM (Single Decision 

Maker) . 

Assumption 4.1: Each Mi(i E I) and G accept the von Neumann - 

Morgenstern utility axioms for a weak order on an attribute set X. 

Assumption 4.2: For any decision problem, the GDM is always 

able to reach the decision in one sitting of up to a few hours. 

Theorem 4.2: Given Assumptions 4.1 and 4.2 hold, the cardinal 

utility function, w, on X of the GDM is assessable. 

Proof: Assumption 4.2 implies that for every gamble, GDM is 

able to find an indifference point. This fact and Assumption 4.1 imply 

that the von Neumann -Morgenstern scheme for utility function assessment 

can be directly applied to the GDM. Hence w is assessable. Q.E.D. 
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Let X E X1 X ... X Xn, and x = (xl, ..., xn) denote a member 

of X. Assume that one of the decomposition theorems (e.g., that of 

Keeney, 1974) holds, so that there exists an operator n such that 

w(xl, . , xn) = n(w1(x1), ..., wn(xn)) ii (xl, ..., xn)eX 

where w. is a univariate group utility function on Xi. Let {G1, ..., 

Gn }, G.0 G, Y j =1, . ., n, be a set of subgroups (not necessarily dis- 

joint) in G, and such that either (G. ,S) is a GDM or G. = Mk, for some 

k e I, is a SDM. Finally, assume that G.'s utility function on X. is u.. 

Assumption 4.3: If the grouping {G1, ..., Gn} of the experts 

in G resulted from the decision made uj, that is, 

the group G accepts the utility function of the subgroup Gj as its own 

marginal utility function. 

4.4.2. Assessment Process 

The following mechanism for assessment of w is implied by the 

structure of the model: 

Step 1: (G, S) makes a decision concerning subgrouping of 

{M. 
: i = 1, ..., m} into {G1, ..., Gill. The reason for this step is 

that assessment of w. on X. (j = 1, ..., n) should be left to those 

members whose expertise or direct interest concerns the attribute X.. 

For instance, in a multipurpose system, Xj can be a measure of the 

system's performance from the viewpoint of the purpose j. In such a 

case,G. is a subgroup concerned directly with the purpose j, and it is 

logical that the marginal utility function w. on X. be assessed by G.. 
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Step 2: (G., 6.) assesses w. on Xj, j = 1, . ., n. Generally, 

each subgroup is allowed to accept its own decision rule , not 
j 

necessarily the same as 6. 

Step 3: (G, 6) assesses parameters of the operator n. Because 

this step includes assessment of the trade -off coefficients between 

scalar attributes, it is logical that this be done by the whole group. 

4.4.3. Value Judgment Process 

Steps 2 and 3 require value judgments from the group. The 

general structure of the judgmental process is illustrated in Figure 4.4. 

In the framework of a von Neumann -Morgenstern gamble, a given decision 

problem supplies the (EVIDENCE).4 which is transformed in the M.'s mind 

to a decision r.. The group transforms the set {ri} through a decision 

rule, 6, to a group decision, R, which contributes one point on the 

group utility function, w. A sequence of decision problems solved in 

this way generates a set of points on w so that an estimator function w 

of w can be fitted. 

It is central to the applicability of an assessment procedure 

that the value judgments required be within the limits of human judg- 

mental capabilities. Simplicity is one of the major factors reducing 

judgmental bias (Edwards, 1977). From this standpoint, we may have a 

justified hope that the herein proposed group utility model will out- 

perform utility aggregation models. The structure of value judgments 

4Index i indicates that not all experts may use the same EVIDENCE. 
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Figure 4.4. Assessment of the Group Utility Function Through 
a Group Decision Process 
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required by these models is analyzed in Appendix C, and an interested 

reader can easily make a comparison between the two approaches. 

Note that simplicity of our formulation is due to Assumption 

4.2. Although very strong, this assumption is realistic. In real - 

time control of an engineering system the decisions just have to be 

made within a limited, usually very short, period of time. Accordingly, 

real decision rules are usually quite effective. 



CHAPTER 5 

DISUTILITY ASSESSMENT 

In this chapter a technology of assessment of the reservoir 

control disutility function (Equation 3.2) is discussed. Due to the 

structure of the group utility model proposed in Chapter 4, all assess- 

ment procedures presented herein are applicable to both SDM and GDM. 

The only distinction appears in the type of the value judgment which 

generates the decision maker's response. In the case of a SDM it is an 

individual value judgment whereas in the case of a GDM it is a collective 

value judgment. This latter has already been analyzed in depth in 

Chapter 4. 

Many authors (e.g., Davidson et al., 1957; Schlaifer, 1969; 

Raiffa, 1969; Halter and Dean, 1971; Keeney, 1975) have reported deriva- 

tion of utility functions from the decision maker's responses. Up -to- 

date reviews of the assessment techniques can be found in Huber (1974a), 

Johnson and Huber (1977), and Slovic et al. (1977). Therefore, only 

uncommon assessment procedures are presented herein. These procedures 

lean on the author's findings from experiments in assessing disutility 

functions in the specific context of reservoir control. It is encour- 

aging that the author's findings concur with those of different 

experiments reported by behavioral scientists. 

57 
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5.1. Principles of Assessment Process 

Two principles for the assessment process are advocated: (1) 

Gambles with choices between extreme values of the attributes should be 

avoided. It is a standard approach to begin the assessment of a single - 

attribute utility function uZ with a gamble ziti[zo;p;ze]. The author 

found that the utility function obtained in this way may have a 

substantial bias for at least two reasons. First, it has been indicated 

(Sheridan and Ferrell, 1974) that more extreme, and thus usually less 

probable, values of the attributes are more likely to cause anomalous 

behavior of the subject being observed. This effect can especially be 

seen in reservoir control where the necessity of finding a compromise 

between a disastrous drought and a catastrophic flood would be very 

unrealistic. Second, since the subject's first response is used to 

quantify the subsequent ones, even a small bias in the first response 

may drastically affect the shape of the utility function. Thus, a 

mistaken image of the decision maker's behavior can easily be produced 

as can be seen in Figure 6.1 (p. 69). (2) The range and variance of the 

outcomes from the gambles should be realistic. It was found by Edwards 

(Sheridan and Ferrell, 1974) that many subjects' preferences are 

apparently affected by the range and variance of the outcomes from a 

gamble. Therefore, to encode the preference structure which results 

from the subject's perception of the real decision situation, it is 

necessary for the range and variance of the gamble outcomes to be similar 

to those in reality. Furthermore, the sequencing of gambles over 
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various ranges of attributes should be carefully thought out so that the 

subject is stimulated to perceive the assessment process as a real 

decision -making situation in which he can fully use his managerial 

experience. 

5.2. Assessment Procedures 

The assessment process reported herein is based upon the above 

principles used in conjunction with the results of Becker et al. (1964) 

and Keeney (1975). It is conducted in a step by step manner and 

typically consists of a sequence of gambles satisfying the expected 

disutility equation 

u(c) = pu(a) + (1- p)u(b) . (5.1) 

Such a gamble will be denoted schematically by c ti [a;p;b]. The sub- 

ject's response may be in terms of one attribute value (a, b,or c) for 

the given two other values and probability p, or in terms of the 

probability p for the given attribute values a, b, and c. For clarity, 

the value to be assessed by the subject in each gamble will be marked by 

*. Three stages of the assessment process can be distinguished: 

1. verification of risk behavior, 

2. assessment of single- attribute disutility functions, 

3. assessment of corner disutilities. 

Note that due to the structure of the disutility model (3.2), assessment 

of the corner disutilities determines trade -offs between the attributes. 
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5.2.1. Verification of Risk Behavior 

To verify the type of multivariate risk behavior, the decision 

maker is presented with a choice between the two gambles: 

G1: [(zo,y0);5;(ze,ye)], 

G2: [(zo,ye);5;(ze,y0)] 

According to Definition 3.1, the decision maker is SMRA if G2). G1, 

SMRS if G1 > G2, and MRN if G1 " G2. 

5.2.2. Assessment of Single -Attribute Disutility Functions 

The assessment procedure is shown for attribute Z, i.e., assess- 

ment of uZ; assessment of u,, proceeds similarly. The procedure consists 

of a sequence of gambles as specified in Table 5.1 and explained as 

follows: 

Step 1: Choose an arbitrary point zn such that zo 
< zn < ze. 

Step 2: Assess the disutility function uo for ze[zo,zn] on [0,1] 

scale, where uo(zo) = 0, uo(zn) = 1. This can be accomplished by playing 

Gambles 1 -3, but more gambles can be considered if needed for better 

accuracy or a consistency check. 

Step 3: Assess the disutility function un for ze[zn,ze] on [0,1] 

scale, i.e., un(zn) = 0, un(ze) = 1 (Gambles 4 -6). 

Step 4: Perform Gamble 7 (and Gamble 8 for the consistency 

check), and link uo and un so as to obtain a function uZ defined on 

[zo,ze] and scaled on [0,1]. This can be done as follows (see Figure 

5.1). By the fact that the disutility function is unique up to a 
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Table 5.1. Example of a Sequence of Gambles for Assessing uZ 

STEP Gamble 
i a. 

i 
b. 
i 

c. 
i 

2 1 zo zn z1* 

2 

3 zl zn z3* 

3 4 zn ze z4* 

5 z4 ze z5* 

6 zn z4 z6* 

4 7 z3 z6 z7* 

8 z1 z4 z8* 
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Figure 5 Linking u °and n ThroughGamble 
7 for 

27<Zn 
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positive linear transformation, there exists a constant h > 0 such that 

Hence 

ua(z) = hun(z) + 1 , t / ze [zo, ze] . 

h = [uo(z)-1]/un(z) . (5.2 ) 

If z7 < zn then from (5.1) for Gamble 7 

= 2u0(z7) - u0(z3), 

and (5.2) can be evaluated in z6 since un(z6) is known. If z7 > zn 

then (5.1) for Gamble 7, written in terms of un, gives 

un(z3) = 2un(z7) - un(z6 

and (5.2) can be evaluated in z3 since uo(z3) is known. In the same 

manner, h can be computed from Gamble 8, providing thus the consistency 

check. Now uZ can be defined on [zo,ze] as follows: 

uo(z) /(l +h) for z 
< z < zn' - - 

[hun(z) + 1] /(1 +h) for zn < z < ze, 

where u is scaled on [0,1]. 

(5.3) 

5.2.3. Assessment of Corner Disutilities 

From (3.2), the corner disutilities are found to be u(ze,yo) 
= 

kZ, and u(zo,ye) = ky. Assessment of kZ (and in a similar fashion of ky) 

can easily be accomplished from the gamble 
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(ze,Yo) ti 
[ (ze,Ye) ;p *; (zo,Yo) ] 

The expected disutility equation for this gamble yields u(ze,y0) = p, 

and so kZ = p. This method of assessing corner disutilities was used 

by Keeney (1975). Although this scheme is remarkably simple, it does 

not satisfy the first assessment principle of avoiding gambles between 

extremes; the alternative scheme proposed here was developed following 

Keeney but eliminating the gambles which included solely the extreme 

values of attributes and responses in terms of probability. 

Step 1: As a preliminary method, the approach of Yntema and 

Torgerson (1961) is used. The decision maker is asked to locate the 

"corners" (zo,ye) and (ze,yo) directly on a [0,1] interval scale with 0 

representing the corner (zo,yo) and 1 representing the corner 
(ze,ye). 

Inasmuch as such direct responses may be subject to a large perceptional 

error, in the next step kz and kY are derived from a sequence of 

responses. Then the results from both methods can be compared for 

consistency. 

Step 2: Assess a set of n indifference pairs 
{(zi ,yli) 

% 

n 

(z2.,y2i) }i =1 
where the decision maker's response is either zli 

or yli. 

For every i(i =1, ..., n), the indifference relation implies u(z1,y1) 

u(z2,y2) which, when written in terms of (3.2) and after a suitable 

rearrangement, yields 

kz[uz(zl) - uz(z2)] + k1[uy(Y1) - uy(y2)] + [1 - kz - k1] 

[uz(zl)u1 (Y1) - uz(z2)uy(Y2) ] = O. 



Now denoting 

e = -uZ(zl)uY(Y1) + uz(z2)uY(Y2) 

eZ = 
uz(zi) 

- uz(z2) + e 

6Y = uY(Y1) - uY(Y2) + 6 

we obtain 

e = kleZ + kY6Y. 
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(5.4) 

(5.5) 

Thus, having assessed a set of indifference pairs, the corner disutili- 

ties kz and kY can be found as a solution to the linear regression 

problem (5.5) with n - 2 degrees of freedom. 

A simpler, but perhaps less reliable, version of this technique 

is as follows. For an arbitrary z1, zo < zl < ze, assess y1* such that 

(zo,y1 *) 
ti 

(z1,y0), 
which implies that u(zo,y1) - u(z1,yo) and by (3.2) 

kYuY(y1) = kZuZ(z1). Consequently, 

uY(Yi) 

kZ = kY uz(zi) 
(5.6) 

Next, another indifference pair (z2 *,ye) (ze,y2) 
is assessed for an 

arbitrary y2,y0 < y2 < ye. In terms of (3.2) it implies 

kz[uz(z2) - 1] + ky[1 - u,(Y2)] + [1 - kz - ky] 

[uz(z2) uy(Y2)] = O. 

Solving this equation for ky and substituting (5.6) for kz, we obtain 



kY [1-uY(Y2AuY(Y1) - [1 - u 
[uz(z2) - uY(Y-,)uZ(zl) 

)]uz(zi) 
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(5.7) 

5.3. Decision Rule S for GDM 

The choice of a decision rule, S, is paramount to group 

decision -making. This choice, however, constitutes a decision problem 

in itself and so a philosophical issue of an infinite regress emerges 

( Plott, 1972, p. 83). For the problem at hand, the decision rule has 

been chosen arbitrarily, but as it will be demonstrated,this choice 

satisfies certain plausible criteria. The decision rule, S, is 

defined as follows: 

1. For a binary choice problem, the group decision is estab- 

lished by majority rule voting, i.e., from two proposals A and B, 

proposal A is imposed if {number of votes for Al z t, where 

m + 1 

2 

t = 

m + 2 

2 

if m odd, 

if m even. 

2. For a numerical decision, that is the decision concerning 

a value of a real variable x, the group decision is established by the 

median of the individual decisions. Specifically, with r(1), ..., r(m), 

the nondecreasing sequence of ordered individual responses, the group 

decision is x = R where 



r(m+ 
2 

1) 

R = 

2 [r(2) + 
r(m 

2 2) ] 

if m odd, 

if m even. 
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3. The decision mechanism includes three phases: (a) Prelim- 

inary (initial) decision, (b) Debate, and (c) Reconciled (final) 

decision. The debate and reconciliation of the initial decision are 

included in order to allow for interpersonal comparisons and informa- 

tional influence- -the two most likely causes of polarization of the 

group's opinion (Myers and Lamm, 1975). If the polarization phenomenon 

occurs, then the reconciled individual decisions will be less dispersed 

than the initial decisions. Hence, the group's opinion will be 

"sharpened" and "strengthened." 

Both majority and median rules satisfy two plausible criteria 

of collective decision making. One is that of decisional equality 

(Schofield, 1972, p. 62) which requires that individuals be counted 

equally in formal voting. The second criterion is that of decisional 

disappointment (Rae, 1969; Curtis, 1972; Schofield, 1972). 

Decisional Disappointment: Consider a problem of a binary choice 

between proposals A and B. For Mi (i e I), there are four possible 

outcomes: 

I. Mi votes for A, but B passes, 

II. M. votes for B, but A passes, 

III. M. votes for A, and A passes, 

IV. M. votes for B, and B passes. 
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It is assumed that outcomes I and II are equally disappointing. The 

probability of disappointment to Mi is thus pp = P(I) + P(II). 

Minimization of pp for an individual, or minimization of the number 

of disappointed individuals, establishes the second criterion for choice 

of the decision rule. Curtis (1972) proved the following theorems: 

Theorem 5.1: Majority rule, t, minimizes the expected number 

of disappointed experts. 

Theorem 5.2: If all M.'s are independent and identical in the 

' sense that every Mi (i e I) has the same probability p of voting for A 

(and probability 1 - p of voting for B) then the majority rule, t, 

minimizes the probability of disappointment, pp, for every Mi (i e I). 

Now it will be demonstrated that in a certain sense the median 

rule, R, is consistent with the majority rule, t. Let the proposals 

A and B be related to the variable x by: 

A = {x: x_5R }, 

B = {x: x > R }. 

The majority rule for choice between A and B implies the median 

rule for choice of a value of x. Formally, for m odd 

t = 
m 

2 
1 r (t) = r( m 2 1) = R. 

For m even, if the group votes A> B then 

t = m 
2 

2 =*. r(t) = r(m 2 2) 
' 
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and if the group votes B } A then the majority rule t = m 
+ 2 

2 

applied to the reversed order (nonincreasing) of the sequence {r(i)} 

implies 

r(m - t + 1) = r(m - 
m 

2 2 + 1) = ref). 

Hence,any number r such that r(2) < r < r(m 2 2) satisfies the 

majority rule, t. In particular, 

R = 2[r(2) + r(m 2 2) ] . 



CHAPTER 6 

EXPERIMENT IN DISUTILITY ASSESSMENT 

The group utility model developed in Chapter 4 and the assessment 

procedures advocated in Chapter 5 have been tested experimentally. The 

test has been carried on under field -like conditions, i.e., in a 

hypothetical decision scenario but with professional hydrologists and 

systems engineers as the subjects. The experiment included eight SDMs 

and three GDMs. 

The first section contains a brief discussion on the modeling 

of dynamical and conditional preferences which may very often be 

encountered in real life. The subsequent sections report the experi- 

ments in assessing the reservoir control disutility function for SDMs 

and GDMs. 

6.1. Problems of Application 

Two problems of a rather theoretical nature are briefly discussed 

here. First, it is likely that the decision maker's disutilities are 

dynamic due to varying operating conditions. For example, u may depend 

on timing with respect to the harvest. Similarly, uy may be different 

on June 1, before the onset of summer drought, than on September 1, when 

the autumn rains are soon expected. In general, then, a dynamic reser- 

voir control disutility model has to be considered: 

70 
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u(z,y,t) = kZ(t)uZ(z,t) + kY(t)uY(Y,t) + [1 - kZ(t) - kY(t) ] 

uZ(z,t)uY(Y,t) 

Operationally, u may be updated periodically as new evidence, relevant 

to the operational decisions, becomes available. In the experiment 

reported herein, u was assessed for a specific instant in time. 

Second, at any time t, the decision maker's preference over Z x Y 

may be conditioned by a random vector X- -for example, inflow to the 

reservoir and (or) demand for the stored water over period of CCO. To 

account for this preference, two approaches are possible: (1) to assess 

the conditional disutility function 
uZYlX' (2) 

to assess directly the 

unconditional disutility function uZY, where the operation uZy 
= 

EX[uzylfux] 
is performed in the subject's mind. The choice of the 

approach depends entirely upon the situation and acceptability of the 

approach to the decision maker. One has to keep in mind, however, that 

people have difficulty assessing the combined effects of multidimensional 

stimuli (Slovic, 1972; Fischhoff, 1976). Thus, direct assessment of uZy 

is not advisable unless it can be simplified. In the present experiment, 

for example, it was assumed that the expected loss (with expectation taken 

over X) due to storage deficit is a sufficient stimulus for eliciting 

preferences over Y, and that preferences over Z are unconditional. 

6.2. Assessment of u for SDM 

6.2.1. Experiment with SDM 

The experimental assessment of the reservoir control disutility 

function was conducted with eight subjects: four hydrologists and four 
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systems engineers. In a hypothetical control problem the reservoir was 

assumed to serve the following sets of purposes: 

PF = {flood control }, 

PC = {power generation, navigation }. 

The ranges of the attributes were: flood level z c [0,6] m,and storage 

space 
6 3 

p y s [0,120] x 10 m In addition to the description of the 

decision problem, the subjects were presented with engineering stimuli. 

For assessing uZ these were cross sections and photomaps of the flood - 

plain, pictures of the flood plain taken during past floods, and the 

stage- damage function. In assessing u,1, the primary stimulus was a 

function relating storage deficit y to the expected monetary loss. Also, 

a description of no nmonetary consequences for various values of y was 

given. 

After the assessment process had been completed,the results were 

discussed with each subject. In particular, the correct interpretation 

of doubtful responses, such as those that produced inflection points on 

the disutility curve, was checked. The subject could then refine his 

responses if any inconsistency became apparent. Figure 6.1 shows single 

attribute disutility functions uZ and uy. The values of the corner 

disutilities kZ and kY are given in Table 6.1. Figure 6.2 spatially 

illustrates the bivariate disutility function obtained from Subject 3. 
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SUBJECT 3 

o 
Z 

Figure 6.2. Spatial Illustration of Bivariate Disutility 
Function for Subject 3 
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6.2.2. Results for SDM 

1. An operational interpretation of risk taking and risk averse 

behaviors is given first. Let two decision makers be faced with the 

necessity of choosing the operational rate of release from the reservoir. 

If the decision makers' behavoirs in this choice situation are consistent 

with their disutility functions, then the release rate chosen by the risk 

averter should be greater than the release rate chosen by the risk 

taker. 

2. The shape of uZ depends heavily upon the location of various 

establishments in the floodplain. In this sense, all subjects appeared 

to be risk takers (concave u) for some flood levels and at the same 

time risk averters (convex u) for other flood levels. For example, 

Subject 4 shows (Figure 6.1) risk taking behavior at low flood.levels. 

At the level 2.5 (above which residential and industrial areas are 

located), he becomes very strongly a risk averter. That is, whenever 

the forecast indicates a positive probability of having flood with 

z > 2.5, he easily decides on an advanced release up to level 2.5 in 

order to prepare the reservoir for the largest forecast flood and thus 

to reduce the chance of flooding the levels greater than 2.5. But when 

the levels 2.5 -3.5 become flooded, he prefers, again, risk taking. 

3. Disutility functions of eight subjects and the monetary 

loss functions (which were used as stimuli), rescaled to the interval 

[0,1], have been plotted in Figure 6.3 which gives an idea of the 

differences between individual perceptions of the same decision problem. 
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The considerable diversity between criterion functions, when dis- 

utilities instead of monetary losses are considered, is quite 

apparent. 

4. The large bias which may be introduced in the subject's 

apparent preference structure by the range of the gambles in the 

assessment process is illustrated in Figure 6.1, showing the responses 

obtained from the gamble over the entire range of the attribute (gamble 

[0;.5;6] for z, and gamble [0;.5;120] for y). When this inconsistency 

was pointed out to the subjects most of them did not change their 

responses (or changed them only slightly), stating that it is hard to 

perceive such drastically diverse consequences and that, therefore, 

their response is based upon an undefined feeling rather than upon a 

rational judgment. Interestingly, in most cases the responses are 

biased in the direction of risk aversion. This example may well serve 

as a warning against naive application of utility assessment schemes 

which require unrealistic judgments from the decision maker; furthermore, 

it tends to justify the first assessment principle set forth in 

Chapter 5. 

5. An intriguing dilemma emerged from verification of the 

multivariate risk behavior. The test based on the definition of the risk 

behavior, as described in Chapter 5, indicated five subjects out of eight 

were SMRA. However, after assessing corner disutilities, all subjects 

but one appeared to be SMRS. Reconsideration of the assessment 

process did not change the subject's responses; moreover, they did not 

see any inconsistency in their answers. This result calls for a cautious 
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approach when one applies the utility concept to modeling the human 

decision behavior. No general conclusions can be drawn until more 

experimental evidence is obtained. At this point, it is suspected that 

the primary responsibility for this failure is a dependence between 

subject's preferences and the covariance of the consequences, a relation 

which is not allowed for in the framework of the von Neumann -Morgenstern 

utility (see second assessment principle, Section 5.1). For the gambles 

[(zo,ye);.5;(ze,y0)] and [(zo,y0) ;.5 ;(ze,ye)] the covariances are 

- zeye /4 and zeye /4, respectively. Most of the subjects preferred 

negative covariance. Importantly, the subject's behavior, though in- 

consistent within the framework of the disutility model, can still be 

considered as rational. The fact that [(zo,ye);.5;(ze,yo)] 

[(zo,y0);.5;(ze,ye)] (which implies SMRA) does not preclude one's 

opinion that the "half- disastrous" consequences (zo,ye) and (ze,yo) 

are both closer to the worst consequence (ze,ye) than to the best 

consequence (zo,yo) on the disutility scale and thus that kZ + kY >1 

(which implies SMRS). Despite this inconsistency, it is our feeling 

that, in general, the model may perform satisfactorily provided the 

choices between extreme values of the attributes are excluded. Real -time 

reservoir control usually satisfies this condition, so the optimism may 

be warranted. 

6. To examine the performance of the model, a test of predic- 

tiveness was carried out. Each subject was presented with a set of pairs 

{(zli,yli), (z2i,y2i) 
}i 
=fand his task was to indicate the preferred 
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consequence. Then the same task was simulated using the disutility model 

(3.2) calibrated for the subject; for the preferred consequence the 

model selected the one having the lower disutility. With a variable ßi 
i 

equal to zero when the subject and the model agreed and one when they 

disagreed, the performance of the model was measured by fractional 

disagreement, y, (Yntema and Klem, 1965) defined as 

n 

ilu(zli'yli)-u(z2i'y2i)1ßi 
Y = 

E lu(zli,yli)-u(z2i,y2i)1 
i=1 

where yc[0,1]; y = 0 meaning perfect agreement in decisions. Obtained 

values for y are given in Table 6.1. This test indicates fairly good 

performance of the model for each subject, as well as good overall per- 

formance. 

Some researchers (Slovic et al., 1977, p. 22) deny categorically 

the validity of the type of tests we did because of limited ability of 

humans to make wholistic multidimensional judgments and to aggregate 

multidimensional information. The author believes, however, that with 

the expert decision makers and with only two -dimensional attribute _race 

such a test is valid and that the remarkably good results of the test 

proved just what they were supposed to-- namely, the proper calibration 

of the disutility model. 

In addition, a Kolmogorov- Smirnov goodness -of -fit test was 

employed to test the hypothesis H: the subject's behavior is governed by 

(3.2). With the assumed convention of scaling u on [0,1], the distance 
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between the disutility surface given by (3.2) and the actual disutility 

surface of the subject can be- approximately measured by the statistic 

Dn 
ie[lan] 

Iu(zli'yli) 
- u(z2i,y2i)1ßi. 

H is accepted at the significance level a if Dn < Ta For n = 20, 

T = 0.26. In view of the D statistic in Table 6.1, it is clear that 
10 n 

the hypothesis H cannot be rejected at the significance level a = .10 

for all subjects. 

6.3. Assessment of u for GDM 

6.3.1. Experiment with GDM 

Three independent groups participated in the experimental 

assessment of the reservoir control disutility function in a hypothetical 

control problem identical to that described in Section 6.2.1. The 

experts were graduate students in hydrology and systems engineering. In 

accordance with the group utility assessment process described in Section 

4.4.2, first the group was divided into two subgroups Gz and Gy. Next, 

Gz assessed uZ and Gy assessed uy. Finally, the whole group verified the 

risk behavior and assessed the corner disutilities kz and ky. The 

assessment procedures described in Chapter 5 were followed. 

In contrast to the experiment with SDMs, the present experiment 

did not include testing of the model by comparing the decisions made by 

the model with those made directly by the GDM. In the present setup 

such a test does not seem to be appropriate, particularly, in the view of 

Assumption 4.3 which allows the group to decompose the judgmental task 
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among subgroups of experts. For the test, the group would have to make 

wholistic value judgments concerning bivariate consequences (z,y). Such 

judgments are incompatible with the disutility assessment procedure in 

which uz and uy are assessed separately by different subgroups. On this 

basis one may conclude that a consistent aggregation of partial judgments 

into a composite judgment is much more difficult to achieve by a GDM 

than by a SDM, and, therefore, that the GDM is in a higher need for a 

decision - making aid than the SDM.. To some extent this conclusion 

parallels Dawes' (1977) hypothesis that multiattribute decomposition 

models are superior to clinical judgment when there is no external 

criterion of value. 

6.3.2. Results for GDM 

Single - attribute disutility functions uz and uy are shown in 

Figure 6.4. The values of the corner disutilities kz and ky are given 

in Table 6.2. Essentially, most of the observations derived from the 

results for SDMs also hold for GDMs. Brief discussion of the results 

follows. 

1. The group responses to the gambles leading to assessment of 

uz and uy (Figure 6.4) indicate a remarkable consistency of the group 

decisions. This result validates the herein proposed method for assess- 

ing group utility functions. 

2. All three GDMs exhibit variability in their risk behavior 

along the attribute scale. 
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Table 6.2. Corner Disutilities and Multivariate Risk Behavior for GDMs 

Group 1 2 3 

kZ 

kY 

kZ + kY 

.56 

.64 

1.20 

.62 

.53 

1.15 

.58 

.50 

1.08 

Multivariate 
Risk 

Behavior 

From 
kZ + kY 

From 
Test By 

Definition 

SMRS 

SMRA 
by vote 

3:1 

SMRS 

SMRS 
by vote 

4:2 

SMRS 

SMRA 
by vote 

6:0 

Number of 
Experts 

in the Group 

G 

.GZ 

GY 

4 

2 

2 

6 

3 

3 

6 

3 

3 
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3. The significant diversity between the group disutility 

functions and monetary loss functions used as on of the stimuli 

(Figure 6.5) indicates a strong non -neutral risk behavior with 

respect to monetary losses. 

4. The group responses to the gambles over the entire range 

of the attribute bear on a consistent bias in the direction of risk 

aversion (Figure 6.4). 

5. The verification of multivariate risk behavior brought 

about the same dilemma which has been observed with SDMs. As a result 

of the test, two GDMs out of three appeared to be SMRA. This response 

was approved in Group 1 by a vote 3:1 and in Group 3 by a vote 6:0. 

On the other hand, assessed values of kZ and kY indicate that all 

three groups are SMRS, with Group 3 being very close to MRN. An ex- 

planation of the dilemma given for SDMs (Section 6.2.2) can also be 

applied to GDMs. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

In analogy to man- machine systems, man- nature systems require 

that an equal attention be paid to both interactive components. In 

this spirit, the present study has been devoted to prescriptive model- 

ing of decision behavior of the reservoir manager. Concepts from game 

theory, multiattribute utility theory and engineering psychology have 

been brought together to develop a preference criterion for reservoir 

control under uncertainty. This approach is believed to be novel in 

hydrologic decision -making. The following conclusions can be drawn 

from this study. 

1. From the standpoint of real -time reservoir operation, the 

multipurpose control problem may be reduced to a dual purpose problem of 

(1) flood control (FCO), and (2) conservation control (CCO). Conflicts 

which arise between FCO and CCO require explicit trade -off judgments 

from the decision maker. Easy analytical tractability of the problem 

is accomplished by imbedding CCO into FCO. 

2. The reservoir control problem can be modeled logically as a 

game against nature. The operational decisions are influenced by (1) the 

decision maker's preferences over operating attributes,. (2) his trade -off 

judgments between purposes of FCO and CCO, and (3) his attitude toward ris} 

On these grounds, the utility framework seems to provide a plausible 

decision behavior model. 

3. For similar reasons, minimization of expected disutility 

is an appropriate criterion for multipurpose real -time reservoir control 

under uncertainty. 

89 
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4. Reasonable assumptions imposed on the reservoir control 

problem lead to a multiplicative disutility function. 

5. Group utility models based on aggregation of individual 

utility functions through interpersonal utility comparisons are 

incompatible with psychological aspects of group value judgments and 

decision- making. Hence, they are not suitable as an aid for decision - 

making in real -life settings. 

6. A group utility function must reflect the actual decision 

behavior of the group decision maker, and it must be assessable within 

the structure of the real decision process to which the group decision 

maker is accustomed. Consequently, a realistic utility model for a group 

decision maker ought to explicitly recognize both the decisional 

individualism of the group members and the existence of a decision rule 

by which the group arrives at collective decisions. In accordance with 

the above postulates, a group utility model has been formulated. 

7. A utility assessment process should be carefully tailored to 

a particular decision problem in order to avoid introducing experimental 

biases into the decision maker's preference structure. The present 

experiment indicates that (1) gambles between extreme values of the 

attributes are not acceptable and that (2) the range and variance of 

the gamble outcomes should be close to the range and variance experienced 

in real -life decision situations. 

8. An algorithm compatible with the latter point has been 

applied to assess the reservoir control disutility function of eight 

single decision makers and three group decision makers. The workability 

of the developed group utility model has been demonstrated in a field- 
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like decision setting. The group decision process, within which the 

reservoir control disutility function was assessed, produced remarkably 

consistent responses. The validity of the procedures advocated for 

assessing utility function's has been proven. Some peculiar inconsis- 

tencies in the choices between extremes have been observed, an adequate 

explanation of which would necessitate more experimental evidence. 

Notwithstanding, the performed tests indicated that the developed 

reservoir control disutility model is able to mimic well the decision 

behavoir of a human reservoir manager. Also, it has been confirmed 

that criteria based on the decision maker's preferences may considerably 

differ from a purely economic criterion. 

To sum up this study, a decision theoretic methodology has been 

formulated for developing a preference criterion for multipurpose 

real -time reservoir control under uncertainty. A concept of state -space 

imbedding of CCO into FCO lead to reduction of the multipurpose control 

problem to a dual -purpose problem. A suitable two - attribute disutility 

model has been proposed. A methodology for assessing the model com- 

ponents for both single and group decision makers has been developed. 

An argument has been set forth that minimization of expected disutility 

is a plausible and well motivated criterion for real -time reservoir 

control under uncertainty. This criterion can be used in a multistage 

stochastic control model such as one proposed in Krzysztofowicz (1978) 

and summarized in Section 1.5 of this report. 



APPENDIX A 

EXAMPLE OF CONSTRAINTS IMPOSED ON k's. BY 

RISK PREFERENCE OF THE GROUP 

This example illustrates how the risk preference of the group, G, 

may constrain the scaling constants ki's in an additive group utility 

model 

m 
w(x) = E ki 

i 
(x) 

i=1 

Let m = 3 and 

u1(x) _ (1 - e 
-2x 

)/(1 - e 
-2 

) 

u2 (x) = x2 

u3 (x) = x 

where x e [0,1] and ui(i = 1,2,3) is scaled on [0,1]. Note that M1 

is risk averse, M2 is risk seeking, and M3 is risk neutral. An additive 

utility function of G is given by 

w(x) = kl (1 - 
e-2x)/(1 

- e-2) + k 
2 
x 
2 

+ k 
3 
x. 

2 

Suppose G is risk seeking, so that 
d 

2 
> 0 must be satisfied. For the 

dx 

above case 

d2w 

dx 2 

(-4k1e-2x)/(1 - e-2) + 2k 
2' 
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and so the scaling constants must satisfy 

2.31 k1 
< k2. 

Thus in order for G to be risk seeking, M2 must have at least 2.31 times 

"more influence" on the group than M1. (Note that influence of M3, who 

is risk neutral, does not matter.) Now if it happens that ki's 

generated by interpersonal comparisons of utilities do not satisfy the 

above condition, then w will not reflect properly the risk preference of 

G. In fact, the problem of proper aggregation of ui's is even more 

complex. As was found by Rim (1966a, 1966b), in the course of a group 

decision process some M.'s (particularly those with high desire for 

recognition and leadership) may influence another Mi's who will modify 

their risk attitude and consequently their utility functions ui's - fact 

which cannot be accounted for by any utility aggregation model of type 

(4.1) . 



APPENDIX B 

PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1 

Let X be a set having elements a,b,...,x,..., ui and w be 

utility functions (or expected utilities) over X of the member Mi(i e I) 

and the group G, respectively, and ki > 0 (i e I) and k be constants. 

Theorem 4.1: If the group preference is nonunanimous then the 

group utility models 

and 

w(x) = E k.u.(x) 
ieI 

11 

w(x) = k I 1 
(kkiui (x) + 1) - 1] 

ieI 

(B -1) 

(B -2) 

do not necessarily hold. 

Proof : The proof is shown only for (B -1); proof for (B -2) 

proceeds in the same fashion. Consider a gamble in which a certain 

consequence b is challenged by a mixture of consequences a and c; 

assume ui(c) = 0 for all i e I and w(c) = O. By the expected utility 

axiom there are real nonnegative numbers {pi} such that at the 

indifference point of Mi(i e I) 

ui (b) = piui (a) . 
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Unanimous Preference: First it is shown that if the group 

preference is unanimous then (B -1) holds. Let for all Mi(i e I) ui(b) 

< ui(a) so that (B -3) holds with 0 < pi < 1 varying among M.'s according 

to the strength of the individual preference. Suppose that G exhibits 

preference w(b) < w(a). Accordingly, from (B -1) 

Eki ui (b) < Eki ui (a) 

and using (B-3) 

Ek.p.u.(a) < Ek.u. (a) . 

i i i i 

(B -4) 

(B -5) 

Inequality (B -5) is always satisfied since 0 < pi < 1 for all i e I. 

This implies then that in the case of unanimous preferences,model (B -1) 

can consistently transform individual utilities into the group utility. 

Hence (B -1) holds. 

Nonunanimous Preference: With I = IaUIb and Ian Ib = 0, let 

u.(b) < u.(a) for all i c Ia and u.(b) > ui(a) for all i e Ib. Suppose 

that w(b) < w(a). Now the inequality (B -5) may not always be satisfied 

since for all i e Ib,pi > 1 is unbounded from above. The same can be 

concluded if one supposes w(b) > w(a) or w(b) = w(a), and also if the 

set of relations between u.(a) and u.(b) for all i e I is ( >, =, <). 

Q.E.D. 



APPENDIX C 

VALUE JUDGMENTS IN A UTILITY AGGREGATION MODEL 

The concept of assessment of the group utility function through 

the utility aggregation technique is shown in Figure C -1. The group has 

to solve two tasks. In the main task, a given decision problem, framed 

as a von Neumann -Morgenstern gamble, supplies the (EVIDENCE)i which is 

transformed in the Mi's mind to a decision ri. A sequence of decision 

problems solved in this way generates a set of points on ui so that an 

estimator function u. of ui can be fitted. Next, the set of individual 

utility functions, 
{ui 

}, is input to the aggregation rule to yield the 

group utility function, w. 

The auxiliary task is to provide the aggregation rule . Now 

the members of the group (Mil themselves constitute a stimulus. The 

response ci of Mi is stimulated by the (INFLUENCE)i the members {Mj: j e I, 

j i} have on the member Mi. The response ci is an element of , and 

to assess it requires interpersonal utility comparisons (e.g., in the 

case of an additive , c is a scaling constant). By means of the " ?" - 

rule the group arrives at a consensus for the given elemert of . The 

procedure is repeated until all elements of are assessed. 

The author could not find any application of this procedure. 

Some general suggestions can be found in Keeney and Kirkwood (1975) and 

Keeney (1976). Clearly, the procedure is neither short nor easy to 

execute. Particularly the auxiliary task seems to be tremendously 
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Figure C -1. Assessment of the Group Utility Function 

Through Utility Aggregation Technique 
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difficult because it requires the group to work in an entirely different 

mode from that of conventional decision- making. Here stimuli and 

required responses have new meanings and the " ? "- -rule has to be 

specially devised to suit these new qualities. 
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